
POLS 329 A
Comparative African Politics

Classes 17 and 18: 
Political violence



Plan for this week

• Political violence and conflict in Africa:
• Interstate wars
• Civil wars:
• Popular explanations
• Scholarly explanations of incidence, duration, and termination
• Consequences
• Types

• Genocide
• Other types of political violence, e.g. electoral violence
• Recent trends



Interstate war in postcolonial Africa
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How many interstate wars have there 
been in postcolonial Africa?



Interstate war in 
postcolonial Africa
•Ogaden War (1977)
•Kagera War (1978) 
• Eritrean-Ethiopian War (1998) 
• Second Congo War (1998-2003)



What explains the paucity of 
interstate conflict in postcolonial Africa?



Africa’s states and states-system



Global trends



Global trends



What is a civil war?



Civil war

• Scholarly definitions:
• Correlates of War: internal conflicts that count more than 

1,000 battle deaths 
• Fearon and Laitin: >1,000 battle deaths overall and yearly 

average >100 
• PRIO: civil conflict is internal conflict that counts more than 

25 battle deaths in a single year 



Civil war

•Why do these numbers matter?
• Operationalization
• Universe of cases
• Empirical leverage

• Political and symbolic ramifications



Civil war



Civil war in Africa

•Over 1/3 of all civil wars since WWII in Africa
•Average duration: 8 years



Consequences of civil war

•Death
•Displacement
•Destruction
• Reduction of economic 

growth
•Authoritarianism
•Diffusion
•Cycles of violence



Popular explanations of civil war

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMXFXNW1rCY



Popular explanations of civil war

https://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/21/opinion/21Kristof.html



Popular explanations of civil war
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What really explains the prevalence of 
civil war in Africa?



Causes of civil war in Africa

• States-system
• States
• Neopatrimonialism and state-society relations
• Politics of identity



Africa’s states-system and civil war



Africa’s states and civil war

• Fearon and Laitin:
• “Most important for the prospects of a nascent insurgency, 

however, are the government’s police and military 
capabilities and the reach of government institutions into 
rural areas.” 
• Fearon, James, and David Laitin. 2003. “Ethnicity, Insurgency, and Civil War.” American Political Science Review 97 (1): 75–90. 



Neopatrimonialism, state-society 
relations, and civil war
• Effects of neopatrimonialism on state-building and 

economic development
• Social control through brokerage networks:
• Taxation
• Resource distribution
• Management of dissent, demands, grievances à

• Englebert and Ron:
• “Neopatrimonialism can promote either political stability or 

violent conflict, depending on its level of inclusiveness.”
• Englebert, Pierre, and James Ron. 2004. “Primary Commodities and War: Congo-Brazzaville’s Ambivalent Resource Curse.” Comparative 

Politics 37 (1): 61–81.



Politics of identity

• Roessler:
• Almost no civil wars launched by rulers’ coethnics

• Roessler, Philip. 2011. “The Enemy within: Personal Rule, Coups, and Civil War in Africa.” World Politics 63 (2): 300–346. 

• Fearon and Laitin:
• The prevalence of 

interethnic cooperation
• Fearon, James D, and David D Laitin. 

1996. “Explaining Interethnic 
Cooperation.” American Political 
Science Review 90 (4): 715–35.



Some other explanations

• Large populations
• Low income
• Rough terrain
•War-affected neighbors
• Resources
•Horizontal inequalities



Horizontal inequalities: 
evidence from Côte d’Ivoire
• Economic success and immigration 

under Félix Houphouët-Boigny
• Struggle for power between Henri 

Konan Bédié and Alassane Ouattara 
following Houphouët-Boigny’s death
• Political potency of the discourse of 

(Southern) Ivorian autochthony
•Civil war: 2002-2007 and 2010-2011



Horizontal inequalities: 
evidence from Côte d’Ivoire
• Langer:
• No direct causal relationship between 

horizontal inequalities and civil war
• Importance of distinction between 

horizontal inequalities at the mass and elite 
levels
• Absence of elite horizontal inequalities à

no civil war
• Why? Mobilization



Horizontal inequalities: 
evidence from Côte d’Ivoire



Horizontal inequalities: 
evidence from Côte d’Ivoire
• Political 

inequality 
measure (PIM): 
• PIM increase  = 

increase in 
inter-ethnic 
inequalities 
• PIM reduction = 

more ethnic 
representation 
in government



Genocide

•UN Convention on Genocide (1948):
• “Acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in 

part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group”



Genocide in Rwanda

• April-June 1994
– 100 days
• 500-800,000 dead
• Hutu and Tutsi



Popular explanations of 
the genocide in Rwanda



The path to the genocide in Rwanda

• Precolonial Tutsi monarchy and the 
legacy of statehood
•Colonialism and the Hamitic 

hypothesis
•Hutu political mobilization in the 

1950s
•Hutu Revolution in 1961
• Independence in 1962



The path to the genocide in Rwanda

• Tutsi displacement in the 1970s
• RPF invasion in 

1990
• 1994 assassination
• Interahamwe



Causes of the genocide in Rwanda

• Straus:
• Underlying conditions:
• Power (and security) vacuum + political 

competition
• Strong state
• Easily mobilizable ethnic cleavage + 

• Tipping point à
• Genocide

• Straus, Scott. 2008. The order of genocide: 
race, power, and war in Rwanda. Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press.



Variation



Recent trends according to Straus

• Decline in the frequency and intensity of political violence in 
Africa since the 1990s



Recent trends according to Straus

• Contemporary conflicts:
• Typically small-scale
• Fought on state peripheries and sometimes 

across multiple states
• Involve factionalized insurgents typically 

unable to hold significant territory or 
capture state capitals
• Increased electoral violence and violence 

over access to livelihood resources 


